Digitalization and Automation in the Animal House
by means of the Internet of Things
1. Problem Statement

Automation in animal laboratory facilities usually takes place mainly in the pre- and post-production of the animal area. Here automation is easier than in animal rooms due to the homogeneity
of the objects e.g. washing machines and robots. In the animal space itself, automation is difficult due to the living objects, the heterogeneity of the objects and the complexity of the processes.
Software with deep menu structures or a plethora of buttons and switches as well as the obstacles to create traditional cage cards directly at the workplace makes it difficult to work efficiently in
animal areas. Efficient work at a workplace is expressed in the contemporaneity of processing the objects and their quality-assured documentation.
Due to new genetic engineering technologies (CRISPR / CAS and Gnotobiotik), it can be assumed that animal testing will take place in shorter cycles and with higher hygiene requirements. The
Internet of Things (IoT) with its different approaches and changed process control mechanisms offers new starting points for species-specific and environment integrated documentation and automation in animal facilities.
Over the past years, the author and his team has worked out new solutions and concepts as part of their work at Galilei Software GmbH.

2. Development of a solution

The prerequisite for IoT is the electronic marking of the objects of interest and the establishment of sensors that enable
the identification of the objects and the acquisition of further
measured values. The achievable degree of automation can be
maximized according to the level how many sensors are statically installed along a processing path and how automatically
the objects of interest are moved along this processing path.
One of the typical features of the IoT, thanks to electronically
readable markings, is that objects of interest can automatically
“reveal” themselves with all their data, to humans, machines,
robots or assisting systems, here not taking into account whether they “carry” their data with themselves or whether their
data are retrieved from a database. Specific purpose sensors
at the respective workplaces of an object processing path can
further detect a multiplicity of measured values in addition to
the already existing and known object properties.
Let us base our following considerations on the following assumptions. The classic scientific object of interest is the animal
called in this context primary object of interest. The animal
can be electronically identified by a transponder or an electronically readable earmark. The classic logistical object of interest is the cage, which can be automatically identified e.g. with
an electronic cage card.

3. The new approach

The software approach chosen by Galilei Software is based on
a so-called declarative approach realized with the help of an
expert system.
A declarative approach differentiates from a procedural approach: In a declarative approach the data of all objects at a
working place can be analyzed and processed at once in one
logical transaction with one interaction in a procedural approach one object after another must be processed. While the
procedural approach can be compared to the work at a conveyor belt the declarative approach comes nearer to human
decision making. The declarative approach makes it easier to
react to unforeseen situations and makes the user independent from a predefined program flow, as actions of a function
set only have to be confirmed.

The objects of interest are represented by so called cases,
which represent the instances of the objects of interest. The
cases themselves have a generalized structure, consisting of
known stable properties, a history of the movements, applied
services and found observations.

To define the processing path for the objects of interest. Galilei has chosen a hierarchical tree structure.

Each of the bifurcations of this tree, also called nodes, can
host instances of the cases of objects of interest at certain
times.
Sensors are established at the workplaces along the processing
path, e.g. at a changing station.

Objects of interest (animals, cages) are not existing in free
space, they always have a location and are processed along
a processing path, which in turn consists of various objects,
which can also represent objects of interests, for example,
buildings, rooms, racks, cages and processing stations but also
machines, such as e.g. autoclaves, washing machines, etc. One
could also call the collection of those objects, secondary objects of interest or shortly the environment. The environment
objects of the processing path must be described in terms of
their properties and must be measured in terms of their movements, services and observations as well. Those descriptions
and the measured parameters at the time when the primary
object of interest “revealed” itself to sensors of the secondary
environmental object are a prerequisite for the exact reproduction of experiments.

Once an object of interest is detected by a sensor, it can present the above-mentioned case structure with its data contents.
The question arises, to whom are those data presented? Is it
a human being, which now operates over the user interface
of the application software? Is it a robot, which now starts to
interact with the objects of interest? Is it an assistant device,
which helps the human to do the job?
Based on these questions the next question arises. How can an
electronically controlled systems react efficiently to the detected objects with their basic properties and the gained measured values in
 the sense of automation?

4. The Expert System

An expert system reads all data, the properties, movements,
performances and measured values/observations of the objects
of interest from the database and stores them as so-called
facts in the memory of the expert system.

and initiate actions for the applicable rules:
The facts are filtered by rules, which are freely editable by the
human expert of the domain. These rules contain the expert
know-how of the research institution:

5. Examples
Example 1

Actions can have a variety of different embodiments. These
can be the display of visual objects of a user interface, messages, transactions, machine control commands or signals, etc.
Likewise, the rules allow not only context-related help but also
content-related help that can be tailored to the needs of the
institution. For instance, standard operation procedures (SoP).

Example 2

Requirement

Problem Domain

Automatic notification of the
Animal Welfare Officer when an animal
is suffering from
stress. Help, what to
do.
The freely definable
medical parameters
are in a database.

The abundance of symptoms and the response
to them cannot be related to hardcoded „if
... else ... or case Statements“ in the program
code

Facts

Rules

Actions

Requirement

Problem Domain

Support of an ArmKeypad with a limited number of
function keys for
documentation of
processes in isolators

There is limited space for
a keyboard under a glove. On the other hand,
one should be able to
press the keys comfortably through the glove,
the flexibility of the application should not be
limited by

Facts

Rules

Actions

6. Conclusion

Electronic markers of objects e.g. Cages marked by electronic cage cards, allow identification, display of cage contents, signaling
of conditions, remote registration of cages in rooms by long-distance sensors, and control of processes using short-distance sensors. This is one of the prerequisites for contemporaneous processing and documentation of processes and states.
The additional use of an expert system, feed with facts from possibly different data sources allows extensive automation and
overall quality assurance of processes.
Due to the generalization of the case structure of primary and secondary objects of interest in properties, movements, performances and observations and their organization in a tree structure with nodes which host the objects of interest at a specific
time, the approach can be extended to objects of the environment, thus allowing the overall control of animal testing facilities
and the reproducibility of experiments.
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